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"Painting for Malik Joyeux and Bernardo Bertolucci": or, "How to Namedrop Incessantly"

    

Julian Schnabel: Art and Film

BY DAVID BALZER   September 08, 2010 14:09

How to get excited about a Julian Schnabel retrospective now, when

the objective awfulness of his paintings, which were so rabidly

devoured by the myopic ’80s art market, has been underscored by

the passage of time, and, thankfully, eclipsed by a subsequent, much

more engaging film career?

There’s no way the AGO and its curator of modern and contemporary

art, David Moos, could have overlooked this. Indeed, the subtitle and

bent of the gallery’s new exhibit is “art and film,” as if to suggest

Schnabel’s much-derided work as a visual artist might be rescued

through the lens of his superior directorial output. What happens,

however, is, inevitably, the opposite. One is made aware of the stark differences between the acts of

painting and directing and, furthermore, of the way cinema, with its Napoleonic amassing of armies of

personnel, can harness contemporary ego so well, while visual art so often becomes its latrine.

And so this exhibit doesn’t suggest the hallmarks of filmic inspiration so much as it does, in the worst

way, Vanity Fair or Interview. Most of these paintings are dedicated to famous people, many of whom

Schnabel knows, and whose names thud resoundingly with the smarmy force of their dropping.

Self-aggrandizement in art can be stimulating, but is fantastically generous only when correspondingly

rigourous efforts and talents are applied to it. Schnabel’s works are as big as houses, but they are almost

always embarrassingly inept.

Enough derision has been given to the

plate paintings, but take, for example,

his Jane Birkin #2 (pictured) an

Egyptian felucca sail stretched onto a

shaped canvas with the chanteuse’s

name painted on it. On the panel

Schnabel asks us to see the word

“Birkin” as “a way for [him] to ascribe

the vastness of Egypt,” but we all know

better. Like the Hermès purse it now

most readily recalls, “Birkin” is his

status symbol, a reaffirmation of his

connection to an international

aristocratic-bohemian elite. His more

recent polyester works, dedicated to

Bernardo Bertolucci, play similarly. The splatters of gesso on these prints of surfers riding waves look

like the jizz of a sycophantic colossus.

The AGO has, of course, taken a lot of flack since its renovation for hosting exhibitions that some deem

inappropriate to its professed or presumed aims, but even “King Tut,” with its glittering pirate treasure,

made more sense than this. No one but Schnabel himself, who is showing his new film Miral at TIFF, and

those invested in his success could justify its size and scale, or get anything out of it. But enough,

already: this review writes itself, a mere twig in the vast forest of consensus that, for years and from all

corners, has deemed Schnabel-the-painter a hack. Oh AGO, what were you thinking?
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